TALKING POINTS - WHY THE RECALL?

Psalms 33:12
“Blessed is the nation whose God is the LORD;
and the people whom he hath chosen for his own inheritance.”

Proverbs 29:2
“When the righteous are in authority, the people rejoice: but when the wicked beareth rule, the people mourn.”

Christians in America have a DUTY to do all righteously possible to ensure God’s continued blessings by choosing leaders who will honor Biblical values and morality.

American exceptionalism depends upon our remaining “one nation under God” founded upon “the laws of nature and of nature’s God.”

1. As Mayor of San Francisco, Gavin Newsom defied the law in by performing same-sex ceremonies and issuing thousands of same-sex marriage licenses at City Hall when it was illegal to do so, until the Supreme Court stopped him.
2. In his inaugural speech as Governor in 2019, he declared CA to be a “sanctuary state” from President Trump’s Executive Orders.
3. Arbitrarily discriminated against Churches in 2020 by ordering their doors remain CLOSED, and defacto declared Churches to not be essential; lost Supreme Court lawsuits, costing the state (and churches) millions of dollars.
4. Arbitrarily shut down economy citing Covid w/o scientific evidence.
5. 30% of small businesses closed by shut down, have not survived and won’t reopen.
6. Yet, he kept “favored” businesses, like his own winery-tasting business, open.
7. Closed CA Churches during Covid as “Non-Essential” but allowed & promoted political protesting in streets.
8. He also allowed certain “Non-Essential” businesses to stay open, like liquor stores, marijuana dispensaries, abortion clinics.
9. “STAY AT HOME ORDER” for us, while he dined at French Laundry Restaurant
10. Failure to address massive homelessness - Highest in nation.
11. Allowed Teacher’s Union, not science, to dictate WHEN schools could reopen
12. Closed Public Schools for over a year, while his own kids kept going to in-person classes in their private school.
14. Lack of leadership to improve CA’s failing schools.
15. Supports Critical Race Theory and Explicit Sex Ed Programs in Schools, objectionable to most parents.
16. CA has record breaking wildfires due to his poor oversight of forests.
17. Cut back on funds for Wildfire Prevention, then lied about it and its numbers.
18. Forced water rationing, crippling our already struggling agriculture industry.
19. Water restrictions placed on many small business, but not companies of some of his “cronies”.
20. Lack’s competence to improve water infrastructure.
21. Released 20,000 inmates to cover his poor budget management.
22. Huge spike in CA’s Crime/Homicides.
23. Sent unemployment checks to incarcerated/unqualified.
24. Yet failed to get timely unemployment checks to legitimate recipients.
25. Lacks leadership plan to increase home affordability.
26. Over-regulates construction industry, resulting in home unaffordability.
27. Collected full-salary for self, while ordering 10% pay cut for all other state workers.
28. Conflict of Interest: Wife gets 6-figure salary from Co awarded “no-bid” CA contract.
29. Conflict of Interest: Newsom-owned companies rec’d 7X average small business for Paycheck Protection Program, compared to other CA companies.
30. CA=Highest State Income Tax in Nation.
31. CA- Highest Gas Tax in Nation (before Covid), now #2.
32. Signed AB-5: Attacking livelihood of 1,000 of independent workers.
33. Refuses to give up “Emergency” Executive Covid powers.
34. Constant attack on HOME Prop 13 Tax Protections.
35. Cash payments to Illegals.
36. Allows CA to be Sanctuary State.
37. CEO Magazine for last 17 yrs. ranks CA as WORST state to start/run a business.

ALSO CHECK:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yos11OT3mp4
https://www.nancyspicks.com/vote-picks